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PDF and PAdES signature integration profile to be used in conjunction 
with Core and AdES profiles



General Feasibility
The DSS Core profile was designed with extensibility and flexibility in mind. Since its creation 
predated PAdES, no explicit support had been added for PDF or PAdES signatures in 
particular. Still, a dedicated profile specifically targeting PDF documents could add the 
missing links to already existing functionality. This document describes a proposal for such a 
profile (referred to as the „PDF signature profile“). The proposal tries to honor the 
interoperability with existing Core/AdES profile implementations by not introducing any 
custom elements which would be rejected by XSD validation using the DSS Core and AdES 
profile XSDs. While it certainly is possible to implement PDF/PAdES signature creation and 
verification with DSS Core, AdES and the Visible Signature Profiles today, dedicated 
PDF/PAdES support still requires custom conventions that may vary among 
implementations. The goal is to establish a dedicated profile that standardizes handling of 
PDF and PAdES signatures and therefore fosters interoperability between different 
implementations.

Proposal for a concrete PDF Signature profile

Profile Identifier
The URN proposed for the PDF Signature profile is

urn:oasis:names:tc:dssx:1.0:profiles:PDFSignature

Schema namespace
The URN proposed for the profile's schema is

urn:oasis:names:tc:dssx:1.0:profiles:PDFSignature:schema#

Signature Type
Right now, the DSS Core profile just supports the following signature types:

• CMS signatures (urn:ietf:rfc:3369)
• PGP signatures (urn:ietf:rfc:2440)
• XML signatures (urn:ietf:rfc:3275)
• RFC 3161 timestamps (urn:ietf:rfc:3161)
• XML timestamps (urn:oasis:names:tc:dss:1.0:core:schema:XMLTimeStampToken)

The PDF profile would add an additional „PDF signature“ identifier such as

urn:oasis:names:tc:dssx:1.0:profiles:PDFSignature:PDFSignature

This would represent both ISO 32000-1-compliant signatures as well as PAdES signatures. 
Distinguishing them would be accomplished by interpreting different <SignatureForm> 
values (cf. below).

<InputDocuments> and its child element <Document> do not explicitly support PDF files. 
This could be mitigated by choosing a <Base64Data> element with a MimeType attribute of 
application/pdf (which is also the recommendation in the Visible Signature Profile). 

Signature Form
While the DSS AdES profile specifies signature form identifiers suitable for both CAdES and 
XAdES signatures (e.g. urn:oasis:names:tc:dss:1.0:profiles:AdES:forms:ES-T), 



they cannot be easily reused for PAdES signatures. For example, there is no one-to-one 
equivalent form for PAdES-LTV. Rather than redefining the existing identifiers for PAdES 
which could cause confusion or misinterpretation („what does ES-T mean in the context of 
PAdES?“), the recommendation would be to add concrete, PAdES-specific identifiers to the 
PDF signature profile:

• urn:oasis:names:tc:dssx:1.0:profiles:PDFSignature:forms:ISO
• urn:oasis:names:tc:dssx:1.0:profiles:PDFSignature:forms:ISO-T

They correspond to a traditional ISO 32000-1 PDF signature and one with additional 
signature timestamp respectively.

• urn:oasis:names:tc:dssx:1.0:profiles:PDFSignature:forms:BES
• urn:oasis:names:tc:dssx:1.0:profiles:PDFSignature:forms:EPES

One-to-one correspondences with their PAdES counterparts.

• urn:oasis:names:tc:dssx:1.0:profiles:PDFSignature:forms:ES-T
• urn:oasis:names:tc:dssx:1.0:profiles:PDFSignature:forms:DocumentTim

eStamp

While not an official part of the PAdES profiles, it still might make sense to support the 
functionality of „adding a signature timestamp“. This might either be added directly during 
signature creation (the first identifier) or at some later point in time, by just adding a 
DocumentTimestamp element to a given PDF (the second identifier, regardless of whether 
the input PDF is already signed or not).

• urn:oasis:names:tc:dssx:1.0:profiles:PDFSignature:forms:ES-X-L

Again, this is not officially supported by the PAdES profiles, but also useful functionality: this 
form would build a DocumentSecurityStore including already available revocation 
information in the PDF document without adding an (archiving) DocumentTimestamp yet.

• urn:oasis:names:tc:dssx:1.0:profiles:PDFSignature:forms:LTV

One-to-one correspondence with its PAdES counterpart.

In case strict compliance with the PAdES profiles is desired, the forms „ES-T“, 
„DocumentTimestamp“ and „ES-X-L“ should not be offered.

Requesting PDF-specific signature properties
Apart from the signature properties that are supported in the underlying CMS signature, 
PDF (and as a consequence PAdES) signatures support properties that are either unique to 
PDF („Reason“ or the name of the signature field inserted into the PDF) or in a special form 
(„Location“). While e.g. for „Location“ and „SigningTime“ we find equivalent 
<SignedProperties> elements already defined in DSS Core, the unique or special properties 
are already supported as <VisibleSignatureItem>s in the Visible Signature Profile, for 
example the items with <ItemName> „SignatureTime“, „SignatureReason“, 
„SignatureProductionPlace“ etc.  When implementing a dedicated PDF signature profile, an 
additional XSD for the PDF signature profile could be implemented that references these 
existing elements from the Visible Signature Profile. This would enable implementations to 
perform syntactical XSD validation for DSS requests and responses using the PDF signature 



profile, but at the same time it would not break backwards-compatibility with existing 
implementations for either DSS core, AdES or Visible Signature services.
As the PDF profile would restrict the scope of the Visible Signature Profile to just PDF files, 
additional restrictions and guidance could be given with respect to interpreting the more 
general options available in the Visible Signature Profile, and also those available in the Core 
and AdES profiles.

Selecting individual signature fields for validation
DSS generally allows to select individual signatures for validation from a document 
containing more than one signature. In PDF, the same functionality could be supported by 
providing the signature field names of one or more individual signatures to be validated. The 
Visible Signature profile supports this with a new <OptionalInput> named <FieldName>, 
which could simply be reused in the PDF signature profile.

Signature Placement & Appearance
Aspects of placing the visible representation of a signature in the PDF document or 
decorating visible signatures with an image or with text are sufficiently addressed in the 
Visible Signature Profile“. Considering this, the recommendation is to reuse the Visible 
Signature profile in its entirety and to make it a required dependency when using the PDF 
signature profile in combination with signature placement or defining the signature 
appearance. This may be accomplished by „importing“ the Visible Signature Profile in the 
yet-to-be-defined XSD for the PDF signature profile. To further simplify implementing this 
new PDF profile, additional recommendations or restrictions could be established for the 
elements referenced from the Visible Signature Profile since the focus is narrowed down to 
PDF files only.


